Active Andosciaville Organizations
The following is a list and brief descriptions of issues organizations that are active in Andosciaville. Each
student must choose their top three choices of organizations to be a part of. Students should label their
most favored choice 1, second most favored choice 2 and third most favored choice 3. To make life
easier, the student should choose a group that they really are interested in as they will be doing
research, putting together position papers and making presentations for this particular group. All
position papers and presentations must represent the consensus of the group.
______Committee to Prevent Teen Pregnancy: Teen pregnancy is a concern in Andosciaville as the
numbers of teenage mothers has gone up in the last few years. The CPTP’s goal is to provide
comprehensive information about birth control and sexual decision making from abstinence to safe sex
practices to teens. The CPTP supports comprehensive sex education over abstinence based education,
the right for teens to have access to birth control, and in-school counseling for kids facing difficult
decision regarding sex and pregnancy. The CPTP is takes a pro-choice position regarding abortion,
believing that education, not legislation, is the best way to stop teen pregnancies.
_____Andosciaville Right to Life Organization (ARLO): ARLO is a pro-life organization dedicated to ending
legalized abortion if not in the nation at least in Andosciaville. ARLO has not yet taken a position on
comprehensive sex education, but leans toward and abstinence based approach. ARLO is against giving
teens access to birth control, especially when that access is not supervised by a parent or legal guardian,
because access to birth control encourages sexual activity.
_____Andosciaville for Victims Rights (AVR): The AVR is a victims’ rights organization that believes that
the government has been too soft on criminals. The AVR is committed to harsher punishments for
criminals and increased rights for the victims of criminals. The AVR often helps victims with legal
services and counseling.
_____Andosciaville Growth and Development (AGD): The AGD is an environmental group dedicated to
preserving the natural beauty and integrity of Andosciaville. The AGD supports sustainable and
responsible development, the preservation of green-space and reduction of pollution and other factors
that threaten the natural ecology, flora and fauna of Andosciaville. AGD has fought some of
Andosciaville’s largest developers on some of their largest and most destructive projects. The
Andosciaville Green Preserve was the result of citizen activism lead by the AGD.
_____Safe Neighborhoods Foundation (SNF): The SNF tries to improve community safety in the face of
escalating crime rates by creating neighborhood watches, funding after school and community outreach
programs, and developing relationships between the police and the community. The SNF takes a hard
line against criminal offenders, but tries to intervene with young offenders or at risk youth before they
begin a criminal career.
_____Greater Andosciaville Business League (GABL): GABL is a coalition of local Andosciaville business
owners lobbying to make Andosciaville an attractive and productive place for business to thrive. GABL

supports small business loans, lower taxes and deregulation at the local level to encourage business
expansion and job growth. They are against any and all restrictions on the ability of business owners to
make a living and develop their interests.
_____Andosciaville Christian Partnership (ACP): The ACP is a collective of mainstream Protestant
denominations dedicated to preserving the Christian values on which America and Andosciaville are
based. ACP supports family values, The Protection of Family Act, the Pro-Life position, abstinence based
sex education, non-coercive prayer in schools and other positions of the Christian Right movement.
_____Andosciaville Heritage Foundation (AHF): The AHF is a conservative values foundation dedicated
to preserving the foundational American values of Andosciaville and its surrounding regions. The AHF
stands for family, patriotism, God and duty. In this time of cultural change and moral uncertainty the
AHF stands for the traditional values that have made America great and Andosciaville a haven for hard
working Americans all over the country.
_____Andosciaville Civil Rights Campaign (ACRC): The ACRC is an organization dedicated to protecting
core civil rights as defined by the US Constitution and the Universal Declaration of the Rights of Man.
The ACRC has often taken hard stands on unpopular issues, such as the rights of criminals to a fair and
impartial trial and adequate legal counsel and the right of artists to present their material free of
censorship, regardless of how offensive their work may be. The ACRC litigates and lobbies for civil rights
issues.
_____Democratic Party of Andosciaville: This is the Andosciaville arm of the national Democratic Party.
_____Republican Party of Andosciaville: This is the Andosciaville arm of the national Republican Party.
_____Green Party of Andosciaville: This is the Andosciaville arm of the national Green Party.
_____Libertarian Party of Andosciaville: This is the Andosciaville arm of the national Libertarian Party.
_____Society for a Multicultural Andosciaville (SMA): The SMA recognizes the changing character of
Andosciaville with the influx of legal and non-legal aliens. The SMA takes a humanistic stand on the
many new cultures entering Andosciaville and believes that multi-culturalism, education and
understanding is necessary to help new arrivals assimilate in their new found land. The SMA supports
liberalizing immigration requirements and pardoning illegal immigrants to allow them access to legal
government services.

